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Serge, tell us about yourself and your background
After 30 years spent in supporting men and organisations in their transition and transformation
phases, I joined Nateva communication for a few months, an independent and French company
that created the seeded paper brand. It was founded by my friend Franck Bansart, whom I have
known for almost 40 years.
The pleasure, the friendship and the desire to do something with a sense for the environment were
at the in at the beginning of this new adventure.
It’s a company that beyond acting in favour of the environment has very strong human values,
which are visible on a daily basis. It's a great collaboration with an Esat, a multigenerational, multi
cultural organisation…
The difference is there is a real efficiency criterion in the company.

Explain to us Paper Seed and its concept
Seeded paper is living paper!
It is handcrafted from recycled paper in which flower seeds have been incorporated. It is 100%
biodegradable and is planted to obtain beautiful flowers or aromatic herbs. It produces no waste,
so there is no longer any question of throwing or recycling the paper.
It is a paper rich in human emotions and positive impacts for the planet.

What types of solutions do you offer?
We imagine and create eco-responsible communication, marketing and packaging solutions using
seeded paper which is a noble and sustainable material.
We design the content and design, we transform the seeded paper to adapt it to the needs of our
customers and print it using water-soluble inks.
For example:
There is a start-up that both decided to launch a new range of products and that wanted
seeded packaging bearing its environmental values.
There is a large group that wants to personalise their New Year's greetings and make them
more meaningful than an email.
There is also an institution that organises events and wants its invitations and badges
stocked….
We are approached by all types of companies and organisations wishing to make their values
and CSR ambitions concrete, because what really impacts is not only the words but above all
the actions visible to customers, employees, stakeholders and the whole of society.

What is the company's motto and ambition?
We believe that communication is only truly impactful if it is consistent with the challenges of
society as a whole.
And every action in favor of the environment whatever it is, carried by the greatest number has
immediate and positive impacts on the Planet and therefore on Mankind.

What challenges / problems do you often face?
Our most important challenge is to support the growth of our activity and the ever more positive
impact of our actions.
This is a great challenge for which the whole team is fully involved.

What do companies "gain" by using Sowing Paper?
They benefit from 3 major advantages:
First of all, seeded paper is a product that combines innovation and eco-responsibility and which in
itself represents a strong message.
In addition, we intervene throughout the transformation and value chain, from advice to printing to
provide our customers with more expertise and simplicity.
Finally, our strong customer experience feeds creativity and the design of new, eco-friendly
solutions. New solutions that benefit everyone for more impact.

How did you manage the situation facing us with the Covid-19?
Like most companies, we have stopped our production activities to ensure the safety of our
employees. However, we have maintained our advisory and response activities to companies'
requests in order to support them in their future projects.
Faced with this unique situation, we adopted a positive attitude by working on strategic projects for
which we were not advancing fast enough, due to lack of time.
And then, because it is our DNA, we have implemented 2 solidarity actions.
The first, we offered seeded cards to our community so that they could send them to their
grandparents, parents or isolated friends and the secondly, where we distributed seeded cards
created by our community for the benefit of the whole nursing staff of the tenon hospital in Paris, in
order to thank them for their very beautiful and strong mobilisation.
Since May 11, we are now focused on how to boost our development to ensure that all of our
actions for the environment are not sacrificed in this difficult time for all of us.
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